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EDITORS’ NOTE
Well, the moment has come. As you descend

upon campus again, officially--finally--college
students, we now find ourselves seniors. While
your elder peers may walk around with a certain
smugness in their step, they are also the most
qualified to give you, the Class of 2012,
advice; bits of wisdom to chew on for the next
year of your life to come out of freshman year
not only alive, but as Major Dudes. Hence the
New Student Week issue; 16 pages of Carl to
fill your head with dreams of Carleton’s possi-
bilites.

In a world full of, uh, whatever, Carleton is
notable for the extraordinary number of people
who you will want to know and befriend. We’re
not the best looking campus, or the first, third

or even seventh ranked academically, but we
are a school where people are generally fun,
interesting and care about the world. That
might sound like a line out of a college guide-
book, but in our experience it has been over-
whelmingly true.

So while we complain about how Carleton’s
changed, how you’re not like us or the Carleton
kids who came before us, just remember that
all that talk’s not important. Everyone here has
their niche, and if you don’t search it out it will
probably come to you. Oh, and if Fuctape ever
plays, see them. They fucking slay live.

Dan Sugarman, on behalf of the Executive Editors

Change alone is eternal,
perpetual, immortal.
Arthur Schopenhauer
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The SCHILLOMETER

-

IKEA Showcase
in Upper Sayles

The NSW Sayles Dance

The Impending Campus
Dining Shitstorm

Freshman 15

Freshman 8 Pounds,
9 Ounces

We asked your parents

“[Terrified] is not the right
word.” - Katie Keller

How Terrified are You to
Leave Your Child at Carleton?

“Not at all.” “We’re
delighted.” - Lisa and
Alan Sinsheimer

“This is great, because I’m
looking for last chance
efforts to embarass my
daughter.” - Ms.
Millington (Callie’s mom)

“Not terrified.” - Beth and
Sid Groeneman

“On a scale from one to
ten?” - Bruno Raberg

Lines Omitted From President
Oden’s Speech to the Class
of 2012

1. “Sparknotes, guys. Tellin’ ya.”

2. “Egypt, man, those were some lost years.”

3. “Seriously, though, the girls at Kenyon...”

4. “CSA, God, those kids’ll talk your freakin’ head off.”

5. ”Don’t tell anyone? Promise? --Never went to Harvard.”

THE TOP FIVE
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Freshman Questions:

“Who the #$!@ is Vinayak?”
Here at Carleton, you will never poop

alone. Vinayak is always watching. Scrawled
on the stall walls from the basement of Sayles
to the Rec., Vinayak lore will likely come to
define your Carleton bathroom experience. But
who is this Vinayak? Half legend, half athleti-
cally-built Indian-American post office worker,
Vinayak Jithendranathan ’08 began as just a
humble economics major from Eagan, MN.
With the help of fellow Carls, Vinayak rose to
bathroom superstardom, despite the fact that
he goes to Rottblatt for the shirts. But now
that Vinayak has graduated, many have asked,
“Will the Vinayak tradition carry on?” As the
first post-Vinayak class, you hold Vinayak’s
fate in your hands. Will you add you add to
the legend, or give birth to a new one?
Regardless, a lot of Carls shit with pens.

Vin
ayak cites wikipedia

Vina
yak uses interne
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Vinayak knows where Tupac is hiding
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How sweet is Vinayak right now?

Long

Live Vinayak

Vina
yak

remo
ves his shirt to “Don’t Cry For Me

Argentina”

Vinaya
k ignores sig-figs

by Matt Pieh

- Vinayak is indifferent about fair trade coffee

- Vinayak follows the left hand rule

- Vinayak prefers consensual sex. Word

- Vinayak doesn’t nap in the rookery

- Vinayak can slam a revolving door

- Vinayak uses proportionally more bandwidth
than the average Carleton student

- Vinayak manually flushes automatic toilets

- Vinayak did not cry at the end of Of Mice and
Men

- Vinayak requires 1.21 jigawatts to time travel

- Vinayak should stop writing about himself

- Vinayak goes #3

- Vinayak vetted Sarah Palin

Legends of a Legend: A Sampling of Carleton
Mens’ Room Vinayak Grafitti
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Everything You Always Wanted
to Know About Facebook but
Were Afraid to Ask

How managing your image
online can make you appear
more interesting than you

actually are
by Greg Hunter

For many students, college means a new
beginning. There’s no guarantee that you’ll
successfully reinvent yourself, but you’re guar-
anteed a chance to try. If you were a nerd in
high school, here you might seem cool relative
to the other nerds around you while remaining
one objectively. With this in mind, The Carl
presents advice on maintaining the basis for
how others perceive and understand you: your
Facebook profile.

If you haven’t already registered a
Facebook account, DON’T. You’re already
more mysterious than 90% of your classmates.
There’s no way of calculating how long it will
take people to realize you’re just a jackass,
but if you sense your mystique wearing thin,
then it’s time to sign up. Instantly, there’s an
event happening, centered around you, and
anyone who was getting wise will suddenly be
more concerned with whether or not you’re
going to friend them.

Now that you’ve registered, the next step
is selecting a profile picture. You will be
tempted to choose a picture that puts your
face front and center, showcasing your “best
side” or capturing you in the middle of one of
your favorite activities. This is a common mis-
take. While simply using one’s senior photo
may work for people who are good-looking, you
are now enrolled at Carleton College, and
would be elsewhere if your appearance was a
selling point. Better, then, to emphasize your
intellect and perpetuate the mystique you’ve
already established.

In lieu of an actual photo of yourself, con-
sider uploading a work of abstract art. The
more esoteric the image is, the better, but
even an artist as well-known as Rothko or
Pollock could be effective so long as no con-
text for the image is provided in your profile
information. If you know absolutely nothing
about modern or contemporary art, opt for a
photo where you are only present in the back-
ground and/or out of focus. It will convey a
cultured resentment over having to upload
anything at all.

A delicate balance must be maintained
when managing your profile information. It’s
important to feature as little real information

about yourself as possible, but be careful:
selecting the “limited profile” option, which
may seem like an easy shortcut, will make
people think you’re prudish or weird.
Similarly, use caution when placing any infor-
mation that is obviously false: if you appear to
have a “gag” profile, it may appear by exten-
sion that you find Facebook fun and interest-
ing. Including no information at all leaves no
room for creativity, but it is the most efficient

means to suggest that although you are on
Facebook, you do not enjoy it.

Facebook is like a viral marketing cam-
paign about you as a person. Not all marketing
campaigns successfully sell a product, and not
all deliberately constructed Facebook profiles
counteract a person’s manifest boringness.
But if you follow the steps outlined above,
you’ll have a better than average chance.

The Carl’s profile maintenance tips in practice. Note: stark minimalism, general inscrutability.
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SIX BEERS THAT WON’T BREAK THE BANK

1
Leinenkugel’s Original

Taste:

Chippewa Falls, WI

Okay, so Leine's is no swill, but it is a great, affordable,
Midwestern beer. Unlike the rest of the pack, Leine's is
too heavy for most Olympian feats of drinking. But with
its clean, crisp, and sweet taste, this lager is the ulti-
mate mid-tier hangout beer. Sold by the can, but if you
want to go this classy, why not live a little and buy
some bottles, eh?

Grain Belt Premium

Taste:

Minneapolis, MN

Drinking Grain Belt is beer-worlds apart from the bot-
tom of the list, but priced college student-friendly
nonetheless. Grain Belt has the ultra-carbonated feel of
Miller High Life, and is less nuanced when it comes to
flavor, but it does go down smoother, and the subse-
quent hangover is easier to cope with. Along with
Hamm’s, the best Minnesotan beer you will find at a
dive bar.

Pabst Blue Ribbon

Taste:

Milwaukee, WI

Ubiquitous in the Midwest and everywhere else, Pabst
is the ultimate go-to beer for any partying occassion.
Although a 24-rack of Pabst is more expensive than
the cheapest 30-racks, I promise you are getting a
better swill for your buck, along with a hearty 5.0%
alcohol, about half a point higher than comparable
beers. Authentic Midwestern alcoholism: time to live
it.

Beer 30

Taste:

La Crosse, WI

From the purveyors of never-seen-in-less-than-a-
thirty-rack La Crosse comes an equally shitty beer,
but with a name that makes drinking it way more fun.
Like freshman year, Beer 30 is a novelty whose charm
wears off quick, but when you’re in the moment --
drinking it -- feeling alive -- no, I guess it still sucks.

Milwaukee’s Best

Taste:

Milwaukee, WI

Milwaukee's Best has earned its moniker "The Beast,"
but what you’re really doing when you buy it is making
an investment. While it may taste worse than nearly any-
thing else on the market, a good dose of Milwaukee’s
Best will fortify your stomach against whatever swill is
to come for the rest of your college days. Compared to
this beer, anything a step or two up will taste like your
favorite microbrew on draft.

Natural Ice

Taste:

St. Louis, MO

Like all beers with the “Ice” tag, what you are getting
here is a firm guarantee to get plastered, and little
more. Natural Ice is like drinking an India Pale Ale,
only instead of intense flavor, hops and high alcohol,
you just get alcohol -- 5.9% of it.

2

3

4

5

6

by Dan Sugarman
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(So that next time you hand off your money to an upperclassmen,
you don’t have to say "get me what's on sale.")
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Carleton Literary Association Paper
Purpose: The only thing resembling a zine on
Carleton’s campus, The CLAP is a forum for
student observations, essays, art and humor,
open to the entire campus and usually featur-
ing the same three or four contributors. Band
it most resembles: Reading The CLAP is like
seeing a 2008 Dinosaur Jr. show: there's still
some piss and vinegar there, and they're still
way cooler than you are, but on a dull night
you know the band's coasting on its rep. It's
pretty alright when The CLAP plays "Freak
Scene," sure, but can you imagine seeing it
back in '86?

The Carleton Progressive
Purpose: Sick and tired of not getting up
from your desk and accessing a nearly bot-
tomless well of online political commentary
from popular and credentialed journalists
and researchers? The Progressive makes it
possible to enjoy similar commentary written
by undergraduates with limited real-world
experience after you’ve walked to Sayles to
pick it up. Sustainable Alternative: Not
printing The Progressive.

The Lens
Stated purpose: An interdisciplinary, national-
ly distributed, student-run magazine of poli-
tics and culture. Actual purpose: Clearing
house for musings on your study abroad expe-
rience. If you’ve just returned from Venezuela
and your peers don’t find it as fascinating as
you do, The Lens will still devote two to three
pages to your take on the political economy of
South American crude oil production. Pair a
term paper with color photos and it’s not a
term paper at all! To be fair: Their magazine
typically looks much better than The Carl
does.

Unashamed
Purpose: This faith-based, technically non-
denominational publication focuses on the
religious life of Carleton students, the inter-
section of faith and academics and not giving
you an interview when you are graciously try-
ing to include them in a feature you’re writ-
ing. Outstanding Qualities: Ungratefulness,
ingratitude, being REALLLY busy. Seriously: I
WAS TRYING TO DO YOU A FAVOR, GUYS.

Carl Readers’ Guide: Campus Publications
by Greg Hunter

The Carletonian
Purpose: Carleton’s longest-running student
publication is a weekly newspaper focusing on
campus events and opinions. Celebrity
Indictment: In the interest of maintaining a
positive working relationship with our sister
publication, the following critique is present-
ed via the likeness of Michael Cera. Cute but
sexually non-threatening, hip but accessible,
we hope the selection of Cera mitigates any
possible offense.

LOTSA
TYPOS!
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Where to Eat When You’re
Sick of the Dining Hall While you may be still be in wondrous

awe of the two food factories that are
the LDC and Burton Dining Halls,
eventually you may want to look
towards the culinary horizon and
explore what savory foods Northfield
has to offer. Lucky for you, Division
Street alone has enough restaurants to
keep your munchies in check. So get
off your butt, decide how long you’d
like (or can) travel, and find the
restaurant right for you.

Just a Walk Away...

Close Kind of Far
Chapati

The Tavern Sweet Lou’s
The Cow

Blue Monday’s
Tiny’s

Hogan Bros.Domino’s
Mandarin Garden Cocoa Bean

B&L’s Pizza

Mandarin Garden Looking for Chinese food in
Northfield? Except for the generic China Buffet,
this is your only option. It's overpriced because it's
got no competition, and you'll leave there thinking
that you've had nearly identical food in your home-
town for half the price.

Tavern The restaurant below
Chapati. The food is nothing
to write home about, and the
restaurant feels like it's in a
building's basement, which
it is. The great redeemer for
the Tavern is the Tavern
breakfast. Served until 11
a.m., $3.50 buys you eggs,
hashbrowns, meat, and
bread. Definitely worth wak-
ing up a little early on a
Sunday morning.

Hogan Brothers Along
with Chapati, this is the other Northfield
classic. If you want a sandwich, Hoagie
Town is the first place to consider. They
run out of bread regularly, and be pre-
pared to wait during meal times. Hogan
Brothers makes a solid, grease-dripping,
sandwich.

VFW (Veterans of Foreign
Wars) You heard it from us
first: Friday night burger
baskets. $3.50 with lots of
french fries. Don't stay too
long; the poker tournament
starts at 8pm. And really,
the people are friendly, so
don't be scared if you're
the youngest there by thirty
or forty years.

Domino's (507) 663-
1221. Get the Door, it's
Domino's.

The Contented Cow Do students
eat there? We're not sure, either.
But for a pitcher of premium
beer or a nice, inexpensive
mixed drink in a relaxing envi-
ronment, you can't top The Cow.
Whereas the Tavern feels like a
cold basement, The Cow feels
like that friend's basement
where you always hung out in
the summer.

The Cocoa Bean Not technically a restaurant, but
they serve a nice traditional shake and a variety of
ice cream flavors. Check out the wall of Jelly Belly
flavors if you're into that thing (and we are).

Popcorn Delicious bags
of popcorn for one dol-
lar sold to you by
friendly Northfield sen-
iors, and they're sell-
ing it from a stand
with wheels in Bridge
Square. Hours are
irregular. Treat it like
a warm day in winter: don't expect it to be there,
but take advantage of it when it is.

Delivers

Sweet Lou's Waffles Northfield's
newest eatery. Selling waffles with
both sweet and savory toppings, it cap-
tures that quirky Carleton charm by
having oddly named waffles. (Would
you really want to eat Garrison Keilor
or Bob Dylan? You can at Sweet Lou's!)
Why can't Northfield just get a cheap
open-late diner? If you want a waffle,
just go to the dining hall.

Tiny’s Hot dog! Tiny’s sure sells a lot of them -- hotdogs, that is.
They’ve even got veggie dogs, too! You pretty much can’t go wrong, but
be warned: Tiny’s ain’t cheap. If you don’t go on half-priced Wednesday

evenings, you’re gonna fork over a lot more money than you expected. Oh, and for you smokers
out there, it’s your one-stop-shop for all your nicotine needs (also expensive).

Chapati We may not be experts on
Indian food, but the proximity of
Chapati to campus combined with the
tasty food and rather large portions
make this a Carleton classic. For the
vegetarians, the homemade-cheese
dishes are excellent. Our favorite: Palak
Paneer. For a great deal, get the lunch
buffet to go and cram three or four
meals worth into the styrofoam tray pro-
vided. B&L One of three pizza

places near campus.
Very similar to Basil's in
both style and selection.
We suggest just going to
Basil's instead, not
because the food's better,
just because it's got more
heart.

Blue Mondays - Perhaps what
recommends this cafe the
most are the locals sitting
outside enjoying their cof-
fees early in the morning.
If it weren't for that spe-
cial touch, you'd some-
times worry whether this
place was too Starbucks-
like. That said, if you want

your specialty mocha-frapa-
whatever, this is about the

only place to get it on Division.

by Alex Sciuto and
The Carl staff
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Across the River

Farther Afield

Kurry Kabab If you've got more than four peo-
ple in your party, they'll pick you up! The food
is different than Chapati's but equally expen-
sive. While it lacks Chapati's ambience, some
argue that the food here is better. We're not
taking sides. We can only say for sure that the
naan is better.

Fast Food - McDonalds, Taco Bell,
Subway, Arby's, Wendy's. If you've
got a car, don't frequent them too
often -- they're horrible for your
health!

El Tequila - Ask three different Carls
and you'll get three different opinions
about El Tequila. With no clear consen-
sus, it seems to us El Tequila induces
symptoms similar to Mandarin Garden,
except with complimentary corn chips.
Without competition, the food is scat-
tershot. But what other choice do you
have for Mexican? Oh yeah. Your other
choice is Taco Bell. Choose wisely.

Applebee’s Dessert shooters! Half-price appe-
tizers after 9 p.m.! Wednesday Bargo (it's
like bingo but at the bar)! Yes, it's standard
Applebee's fare, but since it's in Northfield,
you get the added benefit of watching high
school townies on terrible dates. If you have
access to transportation, make the trip.
While you're at it, pick up that shampoo you
need at Target next door.

Perkins With hosts and a wait staff that can only
be described as -- no pun intended -- perky,
Perkins has that small-town-Minnesota charm
you're looking for. But with corporate largess
you're getting it at half the cost of those other,
more authentic, restaurants like Bittersweet or
The Hidaway. On top of all of this, MAMMOTH
MUFFINS! Breakfast just got taken to a whole new
level.

Dairy Queen Man,
this summer, DQ had
that Thin Mint Blizzard. I
went to Dairy Queen once, maybe,
twice to get one of those. I loved
them! Now that they're gone, what rea-
son is there to go? Note: no eat-in din-
ing, only to go.

Beef O' Brady’s - Just look at the name. It’s a chain,
it’s got 31 flatscreen TVs (or some crazy number
like that), and they call themselves a “family sports
pub.” If you ever go there regularly, e-mail us and
we’ll let you review it.

Erbert and Gerberts Want a sub sand-
wich and want it quick, or even deliv-
ered? Erbs & Gerbs food is cheap,
fast, and filling. A great impulse
meal, leaves you satisfied without
costing you too much. Meat-eaters out
there, try the Flash: three types of
meat, Italian Dressing, and a dash of
oregano. Best Bonus: they hollow out
the bread and give you the soft center
as a side dish.

Basils One of three pizza
places near campus. Thin
crust pizza that's not too thin

served in a dining room that's got ambience to
spare and a wall mural of The Old Country. The
toppings are generous, so be prepared to chow
down. The best part is the hours; they're open
until 2 a.m. on weekends.

Froggy Bottoms The bar
across the Canon! Don't eat
there because the food is not

good. In two or three
years, though, you'll
appreciate the five-dollar
pitchers of Pabst Blue

Ribbon, the cheapest beer you
can buy at a bar in Northfield.

Hideaway Upscale
sandwich dining. If
you want a sandwich
that isn't like all the
other ones, this is
the place for you.
Crisp paninis with
potato chips are the
standard. Just don't
ask them to make
you coffee; they
apparently don't
know how to work a
coffee machine.

Less than Ten Minutes... by Car

China Buffet It's
a Midwestern
Chinese Buffet.
Go and spend
the next six
months regret-
ting your choice.

Delivers

Delivers

Chipotle We love this place a little too
much, but then again we love huge, filling,
spicy burritos a little too much. The serv-
ice is faster than McDonald’s and the
prices are much higher, but oh what an
aluminum wrapped tube of deliciousness
you’ll get.
35 North, Burnsville exit

Delivers

Snuffy’s Malt Shop This restaurant is a
Twin Cities area gem. Snuffy's does the
greasy diner burger better than anyone
around, and the shakes and fries are
pretty rad, too. We've only been to the
Cleveland Ave. location, but there are a
handful of them in and around the
cities.
Multiple Twin Cities locations

Cossetta’s If you find yourself in the Twin Cities,
check out this Italian market and pizzeria in St. Paul.
It's maybe the best pizza place in the state of
Minnesota, and brings a level of craft to pizza-by-the-
slice you have to taste to believe. Big slices, fresh
ingredients, heavy on cheese—the perfect St. Paul
take on a classic snack.
211 Seventh St. West, St. Paul

Close Far
Hideaway

China Buffet Basil’s
Erbs & Gerbs

DQ!
Froggies

Applebee’sKurry Kabob
Beef O’ Brady’s Perkins

Cossetta’s
Snuffy’s

Chipotle
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Recollections of Dorm Eating
The Dining Hall feeds you from morning to evening. But between their open hours and
night, what to eat in your dorm room or at the library? by Alex Sciuto
As I hope this NSW edition of The Carl

has illustrated, starting college is stressful
and momentous ocassion. When was the last
time you had a roommate? Probably when you
and your younger sibling shared a room, if you
ever even did that. When was the last time you
showered, scrubbed, and razored in a co-ed
communal bathroom shared with fifteen other
kids? Probably never. But for all the time
you'll spend with your floor and your room-
mate, you'll spend just as much time in either
of two dining halls finding ways to kill time or
recipes to creatively make an Orange Julius
out of Sprite and vanilla softserve. For all the
time you'll spend on homework, the wise Carl
will spend twice that time portioning their
snackbar dollars so that when finals roll
around in a quick ten weeks, they'll have the
money to buy their energy drink of choice.
What do we always say comes first? Breakfast.
To help you navigate how to eat breakfast and
so much more, The Carl presents everything
you need to know about food, but were too
ignorant to ask.

Dining Hall

It’s pretty hard to overstate the importance
of the dining hall in at least the first two years
of your college life, and all four years if you

choose not to go off-campus. Not only does
the LDC or Burton fill your belly with enor-
mous amounts of food, but it serves as the
center of the academic and social day.
Wherever you and your new friends may fly in
the mornings, you’ll always end up between 3a
and 5a at the same table in the LDC with the
same revolving cast of people who also happen
to not have class from 12:30 to 1:40 p.m.
Ditto that with dinner.

With getting food, the key is to think of
the serving side of the dining hall as a mas-
sive human river. If you can’t or won’t flow
with the crowd, not only will you quickly sink,
but the tide of people you are fighting against
will not be happy. That said, always attack the
hole. Serving stations with fewer people in
line for them are usually at the back. The
number one rule, though--and never forget
this--the serving area is not the place you eat
or socialize, that’s times two if it’s really
busy. Holding conversations slows everyone
down.

Dorm Eating

The Carl staff played with the scenario
of having fifty dollars to spend at
Econofoods (between Fifth and
Sixth Streets on Division Street) to

stock a new students dorm room. We came up
with three different lists of food: Personal
Food, Friendly Food, and Party Food.

Go to Econofoods and buy your favorite
snack food, both savory and sweet. This will
be the core of your Personal Food stash. Keep
it varied and always make sure that everything
you buy can be sealed or eaten in one sitting.
You won’t be eating this regularly; it’ll go bad.
May we suggest Ramen? Ramen noodles are
delicious and filling, and always a great
choice for a post-midnight snack. And here’s a
tip for better noodles: buy one or two bot-
tles of dry seasoning of your choice and
a bottle of Sriracha Thai hotsauce.
Add them to the noodles at the
end. Your marathon games of
Super Smash Bros. Brawl
will be more tasty for it.

For larger groups of peo-
ple, buy corn chips. They’re
cheap and everyone loves them.
Enjoy college eating!

Who Knew Ramen Could Be the Healthiest of the Three?
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A Short List of Things
Used to Market
Carleton To You That
Will Probably Not Be
a Part of Your Actual
College Experience

by Sasha Korobova

1. Dacie Moses House

Roommate Roulette: Sharing Space with Your New Roomie
Among the many challenges of being a

freshman--fitting in, partying, and maybe even
the occasional studying--one that no frosh
manages to avoid is a roommie. Some room-
mates come from Planet Awesome, some come
from Planet Awful, and some actually come
from another planet. In any case, you’re stuck
sharing air and light with this person for the
next year, so now is as good a time as any to
figure out how you’re going to go about it.

Situation 1 – Awesome Roommate

Upon encountering your cellmate face-to-
face for the first time, you’re an instant per-
fect match. He’s the cheese to your macaroni,
you’re the Simon to her Garfunkel. The best
advice is this: beware! How do most passion-
ate love affairs end? Think Romeo and Juliet.
The same can happen to roommate relation-
ships, unless you approach him or her as you
should chocolate, alcohol, and Guitar Hero--in
moderation. Sure, it’s great if you have some-
one to climb uphill to the LDC with for every
meal, or to drag along to mandatory floor
meetings. But, if you over-do it, you will not
only get sick of each other within two weeks,
you may ruin potential chances to expand your
circles.

Tip: Accompany each other to events that
you do not feel comfortable going to alone,
such as parties, upperclassmen parties,
NORML meetings, etc. (Notable exception:
upperclassman’s room afterparty--unless you

want things to turn kinky or awkward.)
Otherwise, take the opportunity to meet new
people--that way you will both preserve your
blossoming roommie relationship and acquire
some new ones along the way.

Situation 2 – Awful Roommate

Sometimes you just know. Sometimes it
takes a week. In any case, if you discover that
housing decided to play a cruel joke and put
you, Bookworm Betty with Slutty Sally, proving
again that opposites only attract in theory,
don’t worry, things may still turn out. Before
you start sending whiny fb messages to your
friends from home, consider the following.
First of all, a bad roommate is a perfect
opportunity to find a new hangout, such as the
Libe, Sayles, or another friend’s room, and
make new friends. Second of all freshman year
is your time to grow and change. You may yet
find yourself sick of Disney Movie nights with
the floor each Saturday and discover that
going out isn’t as terrifying as they show in
movies. (No, most parties will not have people
handing out joints and absinthe at the door).
Plus, your roommate may yet realize that last
minute work just doesn’t cut it here, and join
you for a study session.

Tip: Give it more time. Unless your room-
mate has a line of clients lining up out the
door come the weekend, or is refining cocaine
under his bed, hold off on knocking on your
RA’s door.

Situation 3 – Hmmm, who is this?

Your interviewer, campus guide, or even
admissions counselor has probably told you
that Carleton is a “quirky” place. What this
means, you probably don’t know--and most of
us didn’t either until we got here. But what
you will quickly discover is that though that
there is no exact definition of this word, many
of the school’s students exhibit various ele-
ments of it. Your roommate may be obsessed
with bizarre horticulture, or she may try to
convince you that yodeling is far superior to a
capella--but as anyone who has spent at least
a year at Carleton can tell you after looking at
these hypothetical examples, you ain’t seen
nothing yet. In any case, you chance of
encountering someone completely outside your
life experience is very high, and therefore your
chance of living with someone like this is also
not tiny.

Tip: Respect their quirks. Your roommate
may seem like an alien to you, but you may be
one to them as well. Avoid broadcasting their
weirdness with other floor members--it will get
back to your roommate, even if they only talk
to that funny-looking, disheveled kid from the
other side of campus. And, an even better tip:
take some interest in their hobby, no matter
how strange it is. Maybe it’s only a matter of
time before you two grow yourself some
Mandrakes or Gillyweed.

by Greg Hunter
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An Open Letter to Kayla Kramer
from Kyle Kramer

Dear Kayla,
You probably don’t know it yet, but we’re

about to become best friends. Sure, you don’t
know who I am, but I’ve been keeping a close
eye on you. See, it all started last spring when
Jonah Ostroff ’08 (you’ll never meet him) told
me that there was a “Kyla [sic] Kramer in the
Class of 2012 Facebook Group.” I’m pretty
sure my response was “sweet.”

Since then, due to extensive research, I
have confirmed your existence, and I even
know that you play soccer because I’ve gotten
several e-mails from the women’s soccer
coach. Don’t let this creep you out Kayla; I’m
probably going to be getting e-mails for you
until I graduate (just ask Bea White or Bill
White about Byron White). Don’t worry,
though, I’ll forward them, at least I will once
your name isn’t listed as Kramer Kramer in
the directory. More importantly, though, don’t
be creeped out by my overtures here because
this is Carleton--everyone knows everything
about everybody.

to be a considerate Kramer. For those of you
freshmen who aren’t Kayla, I’m using Kramer
as a metaphor for all of you. If you still can’t
tell what I’m trying to communicate, take
English 110 with Pierre Hecker (this is proba-
bly the best advice this letter contains).

Anyway, Kayla, I’m looking forward to
meeting you. We can even be Facebook
friends if you want. The only thing is, I’m in
China right now, so our Kramer vs. Kramer
showdown is going to have to wait until
January. For you, this is probably good. You
can get used to being a Kramer at Carleton
before I come back to soak up some of the
attention, although, in the meantime, you may
hear a few things about me, too. If they’re
good, they’re probably true. For instance, I am
the Greatest Rapper Alive. I am ridiculously
good at tennis (runner-up softcore doubles,
yo). You know, that kind of stuff. But, until
our extremely anticipated rendezvous, you’ve
got the place to yourself. Make it your own. I
trust it’s in good hands.

Sincerely,
Kyle Kramer

In fact, I recognize that calling you out
directly in this letter I’ve probably just

branded you as “That Girl They Wrote
About in the Carl” until you’ve had
time to do something else
notable on campus (hint: NSW
talent show, not drunken
bodily functions). Sorry. But
you, Kayla, are the mem-
ber of the freshman class
with whom I can most
identify. Trust me,
someday we can get
together and discuss
the challenges of hav-
ing people ask if your
middle name starts with
a “K” or of having peo-
ple bring up the movie
Kramer vs. Kramer all
the time. Call me giddy,
but I’ve never met some-
one with such a similar

name to mine before. Just
think: we might be related! If

we got married, nobody would
have to change or hyphenate their

name! That situation might be incest!
I won’t lie, though, Kayla. I’m a little

nervous to meet you. For the last two years
I’ve been the big Kramer on campus, but now
you’ve come along to challenge my stand-
ing. Don’t get me wrong, I’m willing to
pass on the torch. Times are changing
at Carleton, and it’s going to take
some new Kramers to change with
them. It already has. The Carleton
of star runner Dale Kramer, ’78,
(no relation) is a thing of the past.
And the Carleton of Kayla Kramer
is a thing of the future. So yeah,
I’m nervous but optimistic. I think
there’s potential for you to be the
best Kramer yet. Just don’t let it
go to your head. Don’t assume
you’re the only Kramer on campus.
Don’t assume that it’s cool to roll up
to every upperclassman party with
twenty other Kramers. Don’t whine
about your and your co-Kramer’s radio
show timeslot. Don’t talk about all the AP
classes you took in high school in your classes
like the rest of the Kramers. Mainly, just try
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ARBORETUM
ARTSUNION
CARLETON
COLLEGE
COWLING
DARTMOUTH
DISTINGUISHED-
TEACHER
DISTRIBUTION
EGYPTOLOGIST
FIRSTLAIRD
FLYFISHING

FRISBEETOSS
GLASSES
GOULDLIBRARY
HARVARD
HOTCHKISS
JAMESSTRONG
JOGGING
JOHANNSCHILLER
KENYONCOLLEGE

LAGNIAPPE

LIBERALARTS
MAKINGTHEBIG-
BUCKS
MARSHALLSCHOLAR
NEWSTUDENTWEEK
NUTTINGHOUSE
PHIBETAKAPPA
PRESIDENT
RELIGION
RODEN
SOUTHDAKOTA
TERESAODEN
VERMILLION

The Carl Presents

TThhee  FFuunn  &&  GGaammeess  PPaaggee
What’s 

Rob Oden
Thinking?

R K G U A R K E E W T N E D U T S W E N 
R E L L I H C S N N A H O J Y K T G C Q 
E N H D A R T M O U T H O T C H K I S S 
E Y E C Y R A R B I L D L U O G U F C M 
P O Z D A P P A K A T E B I H P R M C E 
P N Y T O E H G E U T G C D R A V R A H 
A C E S A R T S U N I O N C L E M F J L 
I O F G S Q N D L B M F K O K Q N F C O 
N L B L Y O U O E I Q U H A Z F N J A I 
G L L N Y P T H I H B C T N D M O C R T 
A E C O X F T E U L S E J E B H I U L N 
L G K I R G I O E L L I R O R J T A E E 
O E F G N I N S L B Z I U A G O U U T D 
I Y G I I M G A H O S K M G L G B I O I 
M K K L U Z H L S I G I I R N A I R N S 
I A I E A S O Y Z K N I R V E I R N A E 
M K I R R S U P Y H X G S F F V T T G R 
K F J A M E S S T R O N G T L C S S S P 
N W M Z E I E E D R I A L T S R I F I L 
G N I L W O C I S T E R E S A O D E N D 

President

"Tomorrow, we'll have dinner
together as a group," your New
Student Week Leader says. "Let's
meet in front of my dorm at 6
o'clock."

"Fine. Can you tell us what dorm
you live in?" you ask.

"No, but I can tell you all the
dorms I don't live in." He thrusts
a slip of paper into your hands,
and disappears out of sight.

“Wow. That guy is kind of a dick.”

Challenging Puzzle of the Bi-Week
by Jonah Ostroff, ‘08

(5) Above freezing, 
in January

(6) Sewer’s cylinder

(6) Basic test?

(4) Hostage rescue team

(5) Civic source

(6) White pig

(5) Heart throb

(6) Site of Red 
Cross headquarters

Fake (6)

Our Bodies, ____________ (9)

Like some dramas 
and commas (6)

It has seventy feet (6)

Bill for shading (5)

Patty grabbers (5)

Competing (6)

Government 
eavesdroppers (3)

Can you figure out what dorm your
NSW leader lives in?
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Who Did You Just Meet?

Shark Jumper: This per-
son will be a valued,
integral part of your
early college experi-
ence and become
increasingly tiresome
after the two- or three-year
mark.

BFF: Some peo-
ple you’ve already
met may become the
friends you remain closest to these
next four years. This is due both to
their own unique qualities and the
fact that you won’t be as good with
names in a few weeks. If you have
reservations about anyone, begin mak-
ing excuses not to hang out them
now.

Lindbergh Baby:
Once NSW
has ended,
you will
never see
this per-
son again.

Weekend Friend: During the school week,
you will have no relationship with this per-
son, openly or implicitly. However,
between 4 p.m. Friday and 6 a.m.
Sunday, you will find yourself able to carry
on a conversation with him or her for up to
20 minutes, 10 minutes of which will like-

ly concern NSW ’12. It’s logical and accept-
able to be Facebook friends with this person,
provided the friending occurred during NSW.

Meta-Acquaintance (or, Metacquaintance):
Your relationship with this person will
begin and end with the mutual
acknowledgment that the two of you
have a relationship. This acknowl-
edgment typically takes the form of
non-verbal nodding or brief verbal
greetings without the expectation of

subsequent conversation. A variation
on the Weekend Friend.

A fun and easy way to predict what kind of Carleton friends your NSW acquaintances will be.
by Greg Hunter

Instructions: Cut out the arrow and attach it to
the center of the spinning wheel. Think of a
friend, give ‘er a spin, and find out where your
relationship will be once you’ve both settled in.
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WAIT, WHAT?

For real, you can write or edit for The Carl!
The Carl, Carleton’s biweekly
magazine of campus culture,
humor and reviews, is looking for
new staffers! If you’re into writ-
ing, editing, design or illustra-
tion, our paper’s got time and
space to give you. Term-long and
year-long editing positions are
available in sections like Music,
Cinema and Society.

For especially ambitious fresh-
men: we’ve placed a typographi-
cal error somewhere on this
page. Find it, and you’ve already
ls#ndfj taken your first step on
The Carl staff fast track! Any
questions? Please, email Greg
Hunter (hunterg), Alex Sciuto
(sciutoa) or Dan Sugarman (sug-
armad).

For more on The Carl, come to
the student publications info
session this Saturday at 10 a.m.
in Leighton 206 OR the first Carl
all-staff meeting on Wednesday,
Sept 17 at 9 p.m. in Sayles
210.
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02 EDITORS’ NOTE
Dan Sugarman on approaching the next four years.

03 THE DOORMAT
Matt Pieh curates two pages of humor pieces.  

05 EVERYTHING YOU ALWAYS WANTED TO KNOW ABOUT FACEBOOK
Greg Hunter cultivates an online mystique.

06 GUIDE TO SWILL
Dan Sugarman has a problem, and you can too! 

07 READERS’ GUIDE: CAMPUS PUBLICATIONS
Greg Hunter fosters a Renaissance-esque spirit of competition among Carleton
rags.                                    

08 CULINARY
Alex W. Sciuto: lover and food critc, quickly reviews every restaurant in Northfield.

11 ROOMMATE ROULETTE
Sasha Korobova’s tips on living with weirdos. Also: shitting on Dacie Moses House.

12 AN OPEN LETTER TO KAYLA KRAMER
Kyle Kramer’s lament: no longer the only Kramer in the house.

13 FUN & GAMES
Alex Sciuto laid out these games but he thinks you’ll never solve ‘em. Prove him
wrong.

15 RECRUITMENT DRIVE
Want to work on The Carl? You will, once you stop reading the table of contents.
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